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Dear Reader,

Originally, we planned on naming this magazine
“Growing Pains”, wanting to discuss the exhausting
and challenging aspects of growing up. While these
pains come and go like waves, they are a key part of
growing up.  

However, throughout the process of making the
magazine, we realized that growing up is not just
defined by the growing pains. Growing up is weird,
chaotic, exciting, frightening, surprising, and in the
end, rewarding.

In the following collection of articles, you will explore
the diversity of experiences and realities our writers
have faced growing up. We hope you can find
something you recognize or relate to. 

With love,

The BAISmag Board
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Just the other day, I overheard someone on the train telling a younger

family member “I don’t think I grew up until I was 25”. Today, one of my

housemates told me that “They say stuff gets easier when you get

older. And I think it does.” Maybe tomorrow, I’ll tell my 16 and 19 year

old siblings that “Growing up is not the fairytale I - and many others -

have always made it out to be”. 

It’s an interesting thing, growing up. When I was younger - when I was

still a kid - I couldn’t wait to grow up. Not because I didn’t like being a

kid, but because I was aching for independence, autonomy, freedom. I

wanted to make my own decisions, wanted to feel like my own person,

and wanted to … what was it that I wanted so badly? I don’t remember. 

Because what I mostly remember, is that when the time finally came,

and I was about to turn 18, I was suddenly as nervous as one could be.

The upcoming independence, autonomy, and freedom, came with many

strings attached, I realised. I had to put my money where my mouth

was and do proper research so I could vote. I would have no excuses

not to drive, because I would be allowed to drive without supervision. I

had to take care of my own healthcare, sign my own contracts, pay my

own taxes. Two-and-a-half years later, I moved out, and the growing

up reached new levels. I had - for the first time in my life and in every

sense of the word - to take care of myself. 

I have now been a legal adult for almost three full years and have lived

on my own with housemates for almost three months. And I have

grown up - there’s no questioning it. I take care of my own healthcare,

sign my own contracts, and pay my own taxes. I buy my own groceries,

make my own dinners, set up my own appointments, pay rent, plan my

own schedules. But I also google how to change a lightbulb, get stuck

picking cleaning necessities, eat the same dinner thrice in a week, beg

my brother for cat pictures, call my sister when I’m bored, and ask my

dad for financial advice. And I still text my mom almost every time I do

laundry (if I even remember to do laundry, because I just realised I

forgot it today). 

Dear No One, But then I write this, and I wonder: is that truly all growing up is

about? Reaching the age at which the letters from the government

are not addressed to my parents, but to me? Or is growing up more

than that? 

Maybe growing up is also recognising my toxic traits and trying to

change them. And it’s realising that I also have good traits. It’s

discovering that bad days are a part of life, and that good days are

never far away. It’s learning that some things just don’t matter, and

that some people do. Growing up… it’s about developing myself,

challenging myself, improving myself. It’s searching for my place in

the world, and then finding it. It’s giving up on childhood dreams, and

finding new ones. 

As you know, Dear No One, I’m really good at jumping from thought to

thought as I try to figure something out. Something which I usually

don’t manage to figure out in the end. I doubt trying to get a grasp of

the concept of “growing up” will be any different. 

Because I like to think I’m all grown up, in every sense of the word,

and yet, also in every sense of the word, I should admit that maybe

I’m not. Maybe, like that person on the train, I won’t be grown up until

I’m 25. Hopefully, like my housemate, I will find navigating life easier

as I get older. Definitely, it is not the simple fairytale I always thought

it would be.  

Perhaps that’s the story I’ll tell my siblings tomorrow. Perhaps I won’t.

Perhaps I’ll just stay close to them, always only a phone call away, to

try and help them navigate whatever it is that we call “growing up”.

Because yes, sometimes, “growing up sucks,” as my housemate

sighed so eloquently. But with the right support system, the freedom

to grow, and a little bit of faith in ourselves, we concluded that, “we

will be fine”. And you will be too. 

Love, Rosalie 
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Growing: the down side of growing upGrowing: the down side of growing up
Yes, being tall is a privilege: I find my height being the topic of
jokes far less often than my more down to earth counterparts,
access to the top shelves of supermarkets means I get to buy
products others don’t even know exist, mosquitos keeping me
awake at night cannot escape my wrath by flying to the ceiling,
and my friends rarely lose me in a crowded street. Amazing
right?

No, ab-so-lu-te-ly not. While Dutch mattresses
shorter than two meters are hard to find,
mattresses abroad do not always have such a
comfortable length. Sleeping on a mattress that is
shorter than your height is not the secret to sweet
dreams. After three hours of sleeping like the
Lorenz curve of 0.5 Gini-coefficient, a mild
scoliosis doesn’t sound half bad.

The highest point in the human
body is the head. Why? I
wouldn’t know. For some
reason, our brain and eyes –
both very important, and far
from vulnerable – decided to
abandon all their friends safely
protected by the ribcage,
surrounded by a set of arms,
and instead located
themselves in the most remote
part of the human body: the
head.

When you have a head floating higher than most other heads, fall
isn’t rain season: It’s umbrella season. One day, a genius decided
to put a sharp, metal murder weapon on top of umbrellas, and
ever since, those above average height live in fear. I cannot count
the times I have almost lost my eyes to the clumsy umbrella waves
of a tourist terribly unaware of both Dutch weather and Dutch
height.
 
The brain, probably the most important part of our body, is right
behind our eyes. Swinging such an important piece of hardware
high up in the air is not without risk. Concussions are always right
around the corner, making walking around the block a lot more
exciting. Construction work is more than just dust, noise and
blocked roads: Walking under scaffolds on the sidewalk can be
quite claustrophobic, the metal beams hovering at just 185
centimeters – high enough for most, too low for too many – force
you into a spontaneous limbo dance battle to save the soft
pudding that houses your consciousness.
 
Less vulnerable than the head, but just as inconvenient, are legs
and feet. Most harm caused by long legs is not physical, however.
Airplanes offer you a wonderful opportunity to practice your
renowned imitation of folded laundry for several hours, as do road
trips. In public transport, sitting across from someone with equally
long legs means that your feet and knees engage in far more
intimacy than either party would ever want. This accidental foot
contact is something that has happened to me at Wijnhaven a few
too many times. To all of you who have lived through the
experience of sitting across from me while I write my papers: I am
sorry. I feel your pain. In moments like these, I too briefly wish my
legs were shorter.

by Diederik
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What even is growing up 

5 6

I feel that whenever people talk to you about ‘growing up’, it takes you back
to when you were a kid. We would get asked things like, “what do you want to
be when you grow up?”, then during high school we got asked "what are you
going to choose to study at university?”, and now we get questions like “what
jobs can you have with your bachelor’s degree?”, or “where do you want to
work after graduation?”.  

Of course, this is different for each person, but this is kind of the gist of the
questions you might have gotten growing up. When I get these questions now,
I feel a wave of self-realization hit me. A realization of being in the third year
of university and actually having to think about life after my bachelor’s in
personal and professional terms. 

I feel like growing up carries many things with it, such as being included in the
‘adult conversations’ and the ‘adult table’ at family gatherings or dinners and
learning all the gossip. However, this also comes with learning the not-so-
great things, or things your parents didn’t tell you about when you were
younger so that you would still see things with ‘kid’s eyes’ in a way. 

Growing up is finding and creating your own voice.You begin voicing your
own opinions and speak up when you agree or disagree with something.
While growing up, sometimes you would get comments from people like “you
used to be such a nice, quiet kid and now you talk so much and have such
strong opinions…" or you get the “look at you, all grown up and speaking up
for yourself”. So, I felt like I was grown up or at least in the process of it
because the people around me would begin saying things like these. 

I am in my third year now and moving abroad to study, living alone and
having to sort my life out was a big growing up step in life. You learn how to
take care of yourself because you have to. You have to go buy groceries,
cook, clean, do laundry, study, go to classes, get a job, get to places on time,
meet up with friends, have a social life, handle bureaucratic stuff from time to
time with topics such as housing or bank account things and so on. 

You realize how exhausting, but also how necessary it is to learn how to do
these new things. 

Growing up, my parents taught me how to do different things such as tying my
shoelaces or cooking an omelet or riding a bike, etc. Now that I'm still growing
up, I have to learn other new things on my own. 

It is true that at times, especially when it’s exam period or when you’re simply
having a rough time mentally, having to take care of yourself is rough, but that’s
a part of growing up right? Learning how tough life is sometimes. You learn by
doing. 

I'm also very glad that I've been able to meet such amazing people here who
are always willing to help me if I need it, hang out when I'm feeling down and
simply spend time with them. People who fill you with happiness and peace.
Growing up you learn things about friendships and how some come and go,
some grow apart, some end badly and others end better. But true friends
always stick around for the tough times.  

Here I'm talking as if I were a full-grown ass person who knows many things
about life. I don’t. Obviously the growing up part or simply the growing part of
life is never-ending. There's perhaps a limit to growing physically but I don’t
think there’s one for growing internally. There's always work to do, room to grow
in and things to learn. Growing up is learning that, and accepting it as a way of
life. 

by Marina



Ketchup Pasta

Moreover, my Ketchup Pasta is not any Ketchup Pasta. You cannot cook
Ketchup Pasta with macaroni or penne: it has to be spaghetti. And it cannot
be any Ketchup either: for it to be the most perfect of tastes, it has to be the
basic Heinz Ketchup – and I am unfortunately not sponsored by Heinz for
saying that. These are not any tastes; these are the tastes of my childhood;
the cheapest pasta my mom could buy and the only decent Ketchup we could
find in our local supermarket. They are the textures and the flavours I used to
enjoy at 5 and still love at 20. They are basic comforting foods.

And don’t take me wrong, I love cooking. I love the smell of spices blending in
a pot. I love food with deep layers of flavour. I love the different tastes and
textures. But once in a while, when I just feel like I want to cry, a curry doesn’t
seem quite right. In these situations, Ketchup Pasta sounds like the best option.
It is an easy meal, a comfort meal, a depression-friendly meal. It is that kind
of dish where you don’t have to think too much, that you can hardly fail, and
which is still nourishing enough to take you through the day.

Ketchup Pasta is a meal I did not give up on while growing up. While I grew
out of most of these easy, basic foods I used to eat as a child, I believe I will
never grow out of Ketchup Pasta. Maybe this is because my mom herself
never stopped eating it; maybe it is because I almost always have a bottle of
ketchup and a bag of pasta; maybe it is because when I was at my deepest
or highest points, Ketchup Pasta had always been there to feed me.

Many things in life lack consistency. We grow up. We grow pain. We meet
new people and gain experience. We lose memories. But there are always
these little things that stay: these tastes and smells that take us back to a far-
away time; these textures that feel like a warm blanket in the middle of
winter. Your Ketchup Pasta might not be like mine. Yours might have rice
instead of pasta and curry instead of ketchup. It might have meat or fish or
even beans. It might be cold or crunchy. But deep inside, I believe we all have
a Ketchup Pasta and we should keep and cherish it. 

Most of you might think that this title in
itself is a crime against humanity. 

However, I believe that Ketchup Pasta is a
blessing gifted to us by angels. 

However, this piece is not about Ketchup Pasta as
a dish but rather as a concept, as a metaphorical 

representation of that basic food that brings us back to
childhood, that wraps us in a blanket and lets us rest
near a warm chimney: that makes us feel at home wherever we

might be. 

It is what some may call comfort food, a food that feels good although it
might not taste that good to the majority. But more importantly, a food
that makes us feel like we never grew up. This is what Ketchup Pasta is
for me: it feels like a comforter in the warmth of my bed but still not one
which I would mention that much. It is this food that sometimes I am
ashamed to eat but also to which I always turn when I feel a bit down. It
is this meal I eat twice a day in the middle of exam season. It is this food
that makes me weirdly happy and euphoric as soon as I think of it.

by Lu
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FORTE COME L'ACETO
(strong as the taste of vinegar) 

Last summer, just right before I moved to the Netherlands
and when I had to say goodbye to my grandma, she told
me that I was as strong as the taste of a spoon of vinegar.
To be perfectly clear, I hate vinegar because when you
use it, your dish ends up tasting like it, no matter how little
liquid you pour. I think that no one has ever said something
so impactful to me: I was a 19-year-old girl, a little bit
spoiled, who was going to leave her safety net and move
across the continent in the cold weather of the
Netherlands. Saying goodbye was not easy (and it never
is), but that sentence changed my perspective, it felt like a
strong pat on the back from someone you really admire
and that was all I needed. That was the first time I
realized I was growing up. 
 
I was used to being treated like a teenager, but as soon
as the whole thing about moving abroad became reality, I
was suddenly transformed into a grown adult. At first it
was hard; it was like when you build a tower with Lego but
you keep on adding pieces on the top until the tower
barely holds up. I felt like I was about to collapse. I had
way too many things to take care of, most of them I had
never done in my life before – and it was not pleasant.

But I grew up, eventually. With maybe some drowning in
responsibilities. But I made it. Every time I failed at
something, I would just start over again; and no matter how
many times I was forced to do it, I would do it over and over
again until I got it. 
 
Growing up most of the time is not nice. However, once you
realize how strong you are and how independent you can
be – that is when you start really living up to your potential. I
was scared of independence, and I was intimidated by all
the adult stuff, but now they do not look like monsters
anymore and I know for a fact that they do not bite. It is
painful, I know, especially if you are not ready to leave
everything behind – but let me tell you, on this side of the
journey, life is pretty good too!
 
Just to be clear, I am still growing up: I have so many things
that I still need to figure out, but I am slowly learning how to
tackle them. One thing I did not mention at the beginning of
this article is that I absolutely did not feel like a spoon of
vinegar, I was more a spoon of honey or whipped cream. So,
whether you are a spoon of vinegar or a spoon of honey, just
make sure you are not afraid of adult life, I know you can
handle it, you just have to believe in yourself. 

by Bea
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Growing up in Russia
Before leaving Russia this summer, I had a certain task at the top of my
to-do list: I wanted to buy a book, which is really important to me. I went
to over ten bookshops in three different cities trying to find it so you
might wonder why it meant so much for me to get it. The thing is, this
novel helped me come to terms with my sexuality some years ago. In my
teenage years, there were very few books on LGBTQ+ topics published
by Russian authors; finally getting some accurate representation of my
life struggles felt euphoric when I was 15. What impressed me even more
back then, is that this book was actually published and sold in many
Russian bookshops. But five years later I couldn’t find it anywhere: it had
been banned a couple of months before.  

Many people realise that growing up as a gay person in a homophobic
country involves a lot of trauma: although familiar to many teenagers
around the world, in this case, the statement: ‘everyone is against you’
might be more than true. As journalist Aleksandr Novikov once said:
‘Queer-teenagers in Russia actually exist outside of the law’. When you
are young, still confused about yourself, the fact that you do not have
much legal support from your government is somewhat daunting. But
even more frustrating is that you also do not get accepted in society: all
my queer friends from Russia experienced homophobia at some point in
their lives. 

However, what many people do not realise about the situation of the
LGBTQ+ community in Russia, is that it has been changing. I do not what
to delude anyone: human rights were always violated for gay people.
And it just so happens that things were getting worse as I was growing
up. For example, when I was born, the whole country was listening to ‘All
The Things She Said’ by t.A.T.u, while their video clip with kissing girls was
shown on most TV channels. That period in Russian history was liberating
for the queer community: after the collapse of the USSR and the
decriminalisation of gay relationships, people started expressing their
sexuality; there was some hope for a better future. However, about a
decade later, it started to fade because of new policies with the
greatest change taking place on November of this year: the law against
the ‘spread of information, demonstrating homosexual relationship’ was
passed and it means that there will be more censorship.

Previously there was a similar law in 2013 against ‘LGBTQ+
propaganda among minors’, but now it is for all aspects of life: no films,
books,  theatrical performances and so on will be allowed if they bring
up the LGBTQ+ topic. The law also equalises the ‘propaganda of 
 LBTQ+’ and the ‘propaganda of paedophilia’. But what is worse, real
people, activists and bloggers will receive huge fines for their
educational activity. 

Besides this process of further marginalisation and now, apparently,
criminalisation of queer people was going on throughout my whole
adolescence. Even as I am writing about it, what is happening seems
surreal: a few years ago my literature teacher did a series of lectures
on Bourdieu, Wolf, Bowie and other queer people; I was holding my
girlfriend’s hand while walking in the city street; I and my friends did
pride make-up for the party. Of course, back then, there were also risks
involved in those and similar actions but I can’t stop thinking that right
now consequences would be way worse. And they probably will be for
some people I know. It makes me sad and angry as it feels like they are
stealing my youth and destroying my identity. So it is not just about the
book being banned. It is about the fact that they are trying to eliminate
the whole queer discourse in Russia. 

In the book I wrote about when the main character leaves the summer
camp, where he meets his first love, he is left alone with all those
confusing feelings, knowing that his country will never accept him for
who he is. That is the moment he knows that his careless childhood is
over, not when he stopped playing with toys or wearing a pioneer tie.
And this is how youth in a homophobic country feels: as you grow up,
the pain grows with you.
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Nine to Five job - wages - taxes - suit and tie - responsibilities - car - house -
mortgage - payslips - health insurance - bills - adulthood - marriage - cleaning -
cooking - organization - investments - loans - bank account - wedding -
children - serious - dad jokes - drivers license - contract - early mornings -
coffee - family - coordinated socks - plants - gardening - overwhelming - office
- agreements - stapler - negotiations - meetings - lawyers - accountants -
owners - dogs - industry - politics - pension fund - savings - grey - whiskey -
briefcase - coat - 6am - pearls - desk - computer - secretary - skyscrapers -
corporate firms - scary world - furniture shopping - mattress - cooking book -
dish soap - newspaper - economy - carpets - washing machine - badge -
cutting deals - elevators - car insurance - curriculum vitae - everything figured
out - grandparents - connections - society - elections - voting - life choices-
academic books - memory - dry cleaning - costs - money - soccer mom -
crypto - croissants - wooden spatula - investment banking - 
green smoothie - vegetables - gym membership - opera - grown up movies -
credit card - debit card - monthly salary - classical music - jazz - pay rent -
cats - weekly dinners - computer mouse - fountain pen - signature -
mastermind - research - scale - blender - wedding - civil rights - dry cleaning -
wooden spatula - gym membership - opera - vegetables - montly salary -
computer mouse - memories - elections - car insurance - license plate - bank -
grocery shopping - dishwasher - king size bed - color coded tabs - morning
routine - binder - ralph polo - job interviews - cruise ship - passport - home line
- glasses - keychain - tissues - Sundays - business women - gender pay gap -
inequality - Human Resources - post-it - earl grey tea - flowers - physiotherapist
- classical music - museums - expensive wine - stress -  red lipstick - nerves -
foulard - chandelier - elegant - collier - air fryer - charity events - hectic - New
York City - cubicle - bylaws - connections - motorbike - heels - printer -
borrowing from banks - vending machines - lunch break - climate change -
corporations - scotch - beach house - black and white - managing partner - 
 theatre - taxi - airport - cocktail - tablet - hotel - communication - travel -
commuting  - dinner date  - agenda - monotony - su 

Worldview revisedWorldview revised
Growing up is a common theme in literature. In movies, it
even has its own genre in the coming-of-age-films. Eternal
life or eternal youth are other common literary themes. It
appears everywhere, from old folklore tricks to Harry Potter
and the Sorcerer's Stone. Perhaps the most typical and well-
known story of not wanting to grow up is Peter Pan. Even
Pippi Longstocking didn't want to grow up. In one of the
books about her, there is a little rhyme that she says with her
friends while eating a little sweet, each as a semi-magic
ritual or medicine against growing up. For the purpose of
writing this piece I went on a mission to find the English
translation of the rhyme, but I encountered problems way
before I got there. It quickly turned out that I had
remembered the rhyme wrongly. Only the last couple of
words were the same.  

And maybe this is a pretty accurate representation of what
growing up is like. We constantly find out that things were
not what we thought they were at times when you least
expected to have your world turned upside down. Whichever
way the rhyme was written down in its original form, I find
some form of comfort in knowing that even the world's
strongest girl, who sailed across the seven seas, lived by
herself and could throw around grown policemen and carry
her own horse, also didn't want to become an adult. 
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The Double Face of Growing Up: 
What I Have Learned from Moving Abroad

When I was younger, I looked forward to growing up, wanting to be
an adult and leaving home to pursue my own freedom. As the years
went by, I was growing up and becoming an older child, then a
teen, and then an adult. Because high school was a nightmare, I
wanted to do more, run away, and start a new life. So, less than two
months ago, I did just that, left everything and moved to The Hague.

Before boarding the plane that would launch my new "adult life," I
felt as though the floor had vanished. I had thought I was
completely prepared for what lay ahead but it turned out I was
not.

I realized that I had to start taking care of everything on my own
without the help of my parents, who used to back me up throughout
my worst and best days. I left behind every meaningful thing I had
in my daily life—love, friends, and so on. Making decisions and
growing up felt strange and unsettling. My inner child, the happy
girl with her head in the clouds, stayed in Italy. I started regretting
each time I wanted to grow up, the thing I had always wanted the
most now still seems like a nightmare to me.

Becoming an adult is scary and not as good as I had always
expected. I wanted to move quickly through life and find freedom,
to then realize how frightening it is to become an adult and live
alone in a place that will never really feel like home. Growing up,
however, is an inevitable part of life and can’t be avoided. Each of
us must learn to make peace with who we are and to accept
responsibilities. Some of us seem born to do that, whilst others, like
me, feel too small in a world that suddenly became too big.

There is no perfect day, so keep that in mind if you are having
trouble learning to live independently or maturing into an adult.
There will be wonderful and joyful periods as well as days that are
anxious and worry filled. While loneliness may occasionally knock
on your door, friends, good food and enjoyable music will
eventually cheer you up the following days.

Growing up entails realizing the value of being kind to oneself
because each of us will come to understand that the only person
we can fully rely on and who will never leave us behind is ourselves.
Live every minute, take risks, do what makes you happy, understand
that growing up also means having bad lonely days and, most of
all, never give up on your dreams, the best is yet to come (and it
will come!).

by Tea Sperandio 
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Coffee or Espresso
Efficiency is your motto. You have always preferred taking the most

efficient option throughout your life, always looking for the thing with the
best net-benefit outcome. Espresso or just a simple coffee exemplifies your

efficiency-based lifestyle. But times are changing. Making the most
efficient choice is starting to take a toll on your life, as these choices do
not always account for options that have better long-term outcomes. It is

time to slow down a bit, think a little bit beyond efficiency, and start
prioritizing longevity.

 
Our advice: Think three or four steps ahead in your next decision, rather

than just one or two steps. 
 

 

LU Coffee Machine Horoscope 
Do you believe in zodiac signs and horoscope readings? Well, regardless,
LU coffee machine horoscopes are the newest way of getting an accurate

and personal reading from the universe. Based on the drink you have
recently been ordering from the coffee machines, read what your

horoscope has to offer. In this issue, uncover what your coffee choice says
about your experience growing up and future growing pains you will

encounter.

Cappuccino or Cafe au Lait
You are someone who appreciates the classics and things that are

reliable. Cappuccinos and Cafe au laits is always an easy go-to that
rarely disappoints. However, because you favor reliability and stability, you
struggle to get out of your comfort zone. Recently, you have been trying to
find new ways to challenge yourself and continue growing as a person. The
most important thing is that you acknowledge you want to continue on this

path of self-development; challenging opportunities will present
themselves. 

 
Our advice: Make a list of personal development goals and look for

challenges that will help you get there.

Wiener Melange or Espresso Chocolate
You are going through a period of transition in your life. While Wiener

Melange and Espresso Chocolate might seem completely different, both
combine coffee and chocolate. You are currently crossing the bridge of

adolescence (the chocolate) and marching towards adulthood (the coffee).
However, you are still in the middle, the in-between state, and you have a

lot of questions about the future and what responsibilities you are beginning
to have. You might be overwhelmed, but that is okay; healthy chaos always

brings new lessons.
 

Our advice: Run towards the healthy chaos and set up boundaries against
the unhealthy mess to ensure the best transition into adulthood. 

Hot Chocolate (cream)
You are someone who is still holding onto their childhood. Whether you

want to relive happy memories, or are trying to make up for memories you
missed, your childhood has played an important role in your development
and life. Hot chocolate (cream) has been providing you with a small sip of

comfort and nostalgia during your “coffee” breaks. While you might be
avoiding a reading or an assignment during these breaks, you should not
be avoiding past grievances and should start addressing things that are

troubling you.
 

Our advice: Start journaling and addressing your past to better
understand the present.

Tea
In the past, you have been struggling with severe anxiety, and only recently
are you confronting this struggle and making an effort to overcome it. Tea

has been a reliable, calming option for you while studying, keeping you
warm on cold, difficult days. But, maybe more importantly, as you are
someone dealing with anxiety, tea is the only option in the LU coffee

machine that does not entail caffeine-induced anxiety. While it might take
a while, throughout your journey, you will begin to find more clarity and

confidence.
 

Our advice: Try to create a strong, healthy daily routine as a way to
organize your life, and minimize the anxiety.

by Lelani17 18



Are These the Good Old Days? 

2019

Remember when you used to complain about school? Perhaps to your friends,
family members, or even the teachers during class? When you used to sit down
at your desk at school, face planted on your crossed arms on the table. After a
while of holding this position in silence, you sighed heavily through your mouth
and let out whatever combination of words you could think of to let out your
complaint: I’m tired, I’m bored, I wanna go home etc… Yeah exactly, that
moment! At that point, your teacher, family member, guardian, or mentor
reminds you to enjoy this window of time you find yourself in, that these are the
good old days.
Or maybe you didn’t. I honestly don’t know. If you’re already reading through
these lines on a piece of paper it’s too late for me to try to relate to you. I
really can’t change anything I wrote as soon as these words are printed out. If
this is the case for you I apologise in advance.

Hold on, I lost track of what I wanted to ask you… Oh yes! Maybe when you
were with one of your friend(s) or family member(s), maybe at school, at a
party or gathering, walking through town or the countryside talking about
whatever topic, moment or event as you are unknowingly focusing on the
present? But why am I bringing up these memories? What am I doing this for?
Is this just the start to a gradual buildup to cheap philosophical realisation?
Why am I asking so many questions? Were the pyramids built by aliens? Are
you still following? Were these the good old days?

One weekend night I was walking around Delft with two friends of mine. Once
we were on one of those small pedestrian bridges connecting two ends of a
canal, the topic of the conversation changed to the “good old days” that
everyone has been talking about for millenia. As we were reminiscing about
them, we stopped and asked ourselves: are these the good old days? Think
about it, we’re abroad studying for our bachelors (a luxury that most people
can’t afford), with enough material and abstract means to create bonds
between fellow people that as far as we can see could last for a lifetime. 

 For instance, we are able to come on campus to study altogether or alone,
gather at someone’s place to watch a movie or have dinner, go to a pub to
watch a football match or a race , or go out to enjoy the nightlife. Not only
that, but during this period you might also talk to people or go through some
personal experiences alone or with others which might end up teaching you
some unforgettable life lessons. I’m sure you can think of your own examples.

We went back and forth like this for a while, taking short breaks after every
point we talked about to either re-gather our thoughts, ponder on what we
talked about and to enjoy the uncharacteristically comfortable silence of
Delft, a usually crazy, noisy and bizarre town. Kinda... The point being that
each and every moment here, may it be big or small, insignificant or of great
importance, sad or happy, in company or in solitude, relaxing or stressing you
build up memories for yourself to look back on. 

 
So you remember the moment someone told you: “enjoy these years, they will
be the best ones of your life” when life will be better or worse, softer or
tougher, boring or entertaining, you will look back at them with benefit of
foresight and realise that every single one of these moments brought you
where you are right now. You see, maybe the most important growth pain
you’re gonna have later on in your life which you won’t feel now, is that for the
better or worse (and I sincerely hope for you from the bottom of my heart it’s
for the best), these days may very well be the good old days. Perhaps even
the first of many to come.

by Antonio
 
 


